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Data democratization in a 
form of search, a portal to 
greatness.

Today’s challenge for every enterprise is 
how to put a structure to unstructured 
data which is more than 80% of 
enterprise data, index, make them 
searchable and turn them into a source 
of insightful, revenue generating decision 
making, at fingertips.

The question is how enterprise is going to 
create a unified data structure and build 
a fulfilling search experinece that 
employees demand.

An intelligent enterprise search 
solution, enhanced by AI 
technologies such as Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), 
semantic understanding and 
machine learning to provide a 
cognitive search experience.

A modernized way of working by 
embracing data democratization 
within your enterprise and 
empowering employees in 
discovering data & insights they 
need with an intelligent and 
powerful search engine. An 
acceleration to insightful decision 
making.

CHALLENGES IDEAL SOLUTION DESIRED OUTCOMES

Digital Dialogue helps enterprises in unlocking values 
from unstructured and structured data in enterprise 
with AI & NLP-enhanced enterprise search.



CUBIKA Search
A search that brings it all together with AI & NLP-enhanced 
enterprise search engine where insights and opportunities are 
waiting to be discovered.



CUBIKA Search
An intelligent enterprise search solution, enhanced by AI technologies such as Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), semantic understanding and machine learning to provide a cognitive search 
experience.

Search engine that understands 
user intention and return results 
which suit it. Along with intelligent 
query prediction which helps user 
in getting what they need faster. 

AI-powered, NLP-infused 
cognitive search engine
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CUBIKA Search works with related 
Microsoft products seamlessly by 
crawls and indexes information 
across multiple platforms and 
organize them in a secure 
searchable structure.

Full integration to Microsoft 
products
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With the information available only one 
search away, user takes less time and effort 
spent in locating the right information or 
recreating the information which already 
exists, analytics and decision making are 
accelerated with timely access to critical 
information

Data Democratization-as-
Insight accelerator
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- Single-point-of access portal for 
employees to locate information, 
policies, procedures they need for 
making an informed decision.

Simple yet powerful search 
experience…in real time
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CUBIKA SEARCH integrates and indexes data and content across 
Microsoft products ecosystem
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Digital Dialogue’s CUBIKA Search
Powered by Microsoft Azure’s wide-range of products in management and governance, analytics, database and Power BI,  CUBIKA Big Insights solutions help 
clients in achieving a future-ready, highly intelligent and automated data governance and data security platform for their data environment with less effort 

but with more efficiency in data management.  

The result is high quality and secure data for revealing insights, fueling the business growth while establishing trust in the organization and ensuring compliance. 

Digital Dialogue is Microsoft Thailand Partner of the Year for 3-consecutive year, 

including Solution Innovation Partner of the Year for data and AI. 



[Be a data-driven enterprise and 
open the door to new opportunities 
with us today]

Call for more information: +66-2-088-0795
Ask a question via email: contact@ddlghq.com
Microsoft Commercial Marketplace: www.xxx.com
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